Prolonged Complete Response after GEMOX Chemotherapy in a Patient with Advanced Fibrolamellar Hepatocellular Carcinoma
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Abstract
The only currently validated treatment for advanced hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is sorafenib. However, sorafenib has been mainly studied in patients with HCC developed in cirrhotic liver. Chemotherapy might be more suitable for patients with HCC in non-cirrhotic liver. We report the case of a young woman with fibrolamellar HCC in a non-cirrhotic liver, with histologically proven metastatic ganglionary relapse after surgical resection of the primary tumour. Chemotherapy with gemcitabine and oxaliplatin (GEMOX regimen) achieved a complete response without relapse five years after discontinuation of chemotherapy. This exceptional case raises the question of clinical trials specifically designed for patients with HCC in non-cirrhotic liver.

Introduction
Fibrolamellar hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a rare liver tumour [1]. In contrast to conventional HCC, this tumour occurs in non-cirrhotic liver. It usually affects young adults or adolescents, is characterised by a slow evolution and the lack of increase of α-fetoprotein (α-FP) level. Although the treatment mainly consists of surgery,
metastatic relapse is associated with a poor prognosis [2]. In case of advanced disease, there is no recognised systemic therapy, especially chemotherapy, as a result of the lack of specific trials. We here report the case of a prolonged complete response after GEMOX chemotherapy (gemcitabine-oxaliplatin) in a young woman with metastatic fibrolamellar HCC.

Case Report

A 25-year-old woman presented with a mass of the right hypochondrium in December 2003. CT scan revealed a large (10-cm diameter) hypodense and hypervascularised tumour of the left liver lobe. The α-FP level was normal. A left hepatectomy was performed in January 2004. The histological analysis demonstrated a typical fibrolamellar HCC. In July 2004, a CT scan revealed coeliac lymph nodes. A hepatic and coeliac lymphadenectomy was performed. Histological analysis confirmed metastatic relapse of the fibrolamellar HCC. In August 2005, mediastinal lymph nodes appeared, and GEMOX chemotherapy was administered: gemcitabine 1,000 mg/m² on day 1 and oxaliplatin 100 mg/m² on day 2, one cycle every 14 days. Six cycles were performed until November 2005, allowing to obtain a complete tumoural response. In July 2006, large carotid-jugular and right susclavicular lymph nodes appeared. The CT scan revealed diffuse retroperitoneal and mediastinal lymph nodes. A cervical node was resected. Pathological examination confirmed the relapse of fibrolamellar HCC. GEMOX chemotherapy was restarted. A complete response was observed after 4 cycles. A total of 10 cycles were administered, with a good tolerance, except for a grade II sensitive neuropathy. In March 2012, five years after chemotherapy completion, the complete response is still ongoing.

Discussion

The only currently validated treatment for advanced HCC is sorafenib, which is used based on the results of two randomised placebo-controlled trials [3, 4]. However, the benefit in terms of overall survival is moderate, nearly 2 to 3 months, with quite significant toxicity. Moreover, the objective response rate is very low (2%). Although this was not specified, these randomised trials probably enrolled mainly cirrhotic patients given the ratio of underlying cirrhosis usually (50–90%) observed in patients with HCC [5], and sorafenib is restricted to patients with compensated cirrhosis (Child-Pugh A) [6].

Nearly 5–10% of HCCs occur in healthy livers without cirrhosis. One particular tumour among these HCCs that develops in healthy liver is fibrolamellar HCC. At advanced stages (locally advanced and/or metastatic), the evolution of fibrolamellar HCC may be prolonged, but the prognosis remains poor [2].

The use of sorafenib in patients with HCC in non-cirrhotic liver highlights two limits. Firstly, as mentioned above, randomised trials on sorafenib did not address this particular group of patients, especially those with fibrolamellar histology which represents a usual exclusion criteria in HCC trials. Secondly, normal liver function could allow more aggressive treatments, such as chemotherapy, which in turn may facilitate surgical treatment (resection or transplantation) in case of tumour downsizing.

Systemic chemotherapy does not have any validated place in the management of patients with HCC, but this results almost partly from its poor tolerance due to cirrhosis [7]. For example, in a phase II trial of docetaxel therapy in patients with advanced HCC, we obtained only one objective response among 15 enrolled patients, which led to the
termination of the trial [8]. Interestingly, this objective response was observed in the single patient without cirrhosis and allowed liver transplantation. In most of the other patients with cirrhosis, the toxicity was significant. Subsequently, three other patients with HCC in non-cirrhotic livers were treated with docetaxel. An objective response with long-term survival was obtained in all cases [9].

In the present report, we used GEMOX chemotherapy, which had promising results in phase II trials [10, 11]. To our knowledge, this is the first report showing the complete tumour response of a metastatic fibrolamellar HCC. This complete response was observed from the fourth cycle of chemotherapy and has been maintained for five years. Such a result would probably not have been expected by the use of sorafenib alone.

A downsizing of locally advanced fibrolamellar HCC by chemotherapy might be obtained as well, enabling curative surgery. In a retrospective study on 24 patients with HCC in non-cirrhotic liver, chemotherapy with epirubicin, cisplatin and either 5-fluorouracile or capecitabine achieved a 22% objective response rate, allowing surgical resection in two cases [12]. Recently, a complete tumour response after GEMOX chemotherapy was reported in a patient with HCC in a non-cirrhotic liver [13].

This report raises the question of trials specifically designed for patients with HCC in non-cirrhotic liver, particularly fibrolamellar HCC. The value of joining sorafenib to chemotherapy has to be also evaluated. In a randomised phase III trial, doxorubicin plus sorafenib was compared to doxorubicin plus placebo in 96 patients with HCC in cirrhotic liver [14]. The median time to progression (6.4 vs. 2.8 months) and median overall survival (13.7 vs. 6.5 months) were longer in the sorafenib-doxorubicin group. However, these results are not relevant for clinical routine because the doxorubicin-alone arm cannot be considered as a reference.

We are currently planning a randomised phase II trial of sorafenib versus GEMOX chemotherapy in patients with HCC in non-cirrhotic liver.
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